We present a self-consistent 1D model of the discharge initiated in an ac plasma display panel cell. The model is based on a two-moments fluid description of electron and ion transport, coupled with Poisson's equation, and with a set of kinetic equations characterizing the evolution of the population of excited states leading to UV emission in neon-xenon mixtures. Results are presented in a 90% neon, 10% xenon gas mixture, for a gap length of 100 ,um and a gas pressure of 560 Torr at ambient temperature. Under the conditions above, and for typical sustaining voltages, the duration of the discharge current pulse predicted by the model is on the order of 10 ns while the UV emission lasts for about 5 p. The UV production efficiency in the discharge is about 10% for a Ne-Xe (90-10) mixture. Results for other neon-xenon mixtures are also discussed. The model also shows that a non-negligible part of the W production occurs in the transient "plasma column" and not only in the sheath region. Voltage transfer curves and margin obtained with this model are presented and compared with available experimental measurements. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma display panels (PDP) are flat display devices where the light of each picture element is emitted from a plasma created by an electric discharge. The dimensions of the discharge can be in the 100 pm range at a pressure of a few hundred Torrs. The basic principles of plasma display panels were demonstrated three decades ago. The performances of the driving electronic circuits, the electrode deposition technology and design, the quality of the picture, the efficiency, and the lifetime of the device have been constantly improved during that time and plasma displays are now serious competitors in the race for the market of large size hanging high definition television (HDTV) monitors. The interest in this technology has suddenly increased in the last five years,' due to the demonstration by several companies that plasma display panels can provide clear and bright color pictures in large size screen. Prototype color PDP from 20 to 40 in. in diagonal have been developed by companies such as NHK, Thomson, Fujistsu, Plasmaco, Photonics. Plasma displays are available in ac and dc forms (see, e.g., Refs. 2-5 for a review on plasma displays). They consist of two glass plates, each with parallel electrodes deposited on their surfaces (in the case of the simplest electrode design). The plates are sealed together with their electrodes at right angles, and the gap between the plates is filled with a rare gas mixture. In the case of ac displays, the electrodes are covered with a dielectric film above which a protective MgO layer is deposited. Each picture element, at the intersection between a line and a column electrode, can be illuminated independently when a voltage pulse is applied between the two electrodes. The voltage pulse leads to the electrical breakdown of the gas and to the formation of a weakly ionized plasma which emits visible or UV light. In monochrome displays, the visible light of the discharge is used directly. Some notebook computers are presently equipped with dc plasma screens using the visible neon orange light from microdischarges in neon-argon mixtures. In color displays, the UV light of the discharge is used to excite phosphors in the three fundamental colors (at least three discharge cells are used for one pixel of the screen). Neon-xenon or helium-xenon6T7 mixtures are generally used in color displays where photons emitted by Xe*(3P,) at 147 nm, upper vibrational levels of Xe$(fLIT) at 1.50 nm, lower vibrational levels of x6<&+
) and Xez ('Z:u ') at 173 nm are used to excite the phosphors.
The model described in this paper corresponds to an ac plasma display panel. It is a lD, two-moments electron and ion fluid model, coupled with a model of the excited species kinetics in a neon-xenon mixture. The discharge cell (at the intersection of a line and a column electrode) considered in the 1D model is represented in Fig. 1 . The dielectric layers above each electrode play the role of capacitors in series with the gas discharge gap. A MgO thin film is deposited above the dielectric layers. The role of the MgO filr~?-'~ is to protect the dielectric layers, but also to decrease the breakdown voltage due to the relatively large value of the secondary electron emission coefficient of MgO bombardment by neon ions.
In operation, an ac square waveform (sustaining voltage) is applied between all the line electrodes and column electrodes. This voltage is chosen to be below the breakdown voltage. To turn an element on, an additional voltage pulse is superimposed on the sustain waveform between the line and column electrodes defining the element (ceI1). A discharge forms, and the plasma created by this discharge emits visible or UV photons. The discharge is quickly quenched due to the accumulation of charges on the dielectric walls covering the electrodes which induces a potential opposing the applied voltage. On the next half cycle of the sustaining voltage, the voltage between the electrodes changes sign, the wall voltage due to the stored charge on the dielectric now adds to the sustaining voltage and the discharge cell fires again. A transient discharge is therefore initiated in the cell at each half cycle of the sustaining voltage, during the "ON" state (i.e., when the pixel is on). The charges on the dielectric (memory charges) change sign at each half cycle. To erase the element and switch to the "OPl?' state, another voltage pulse is superimposed on the sustaining voltage. The amplitude of this pulse is chosen so that the charge transferred to the walls is just half the normal amount of charge transferred at each half cycle when the cell is on. Typical frequencies of the sustaining voltage are in the 50 kHz range. The intensity of a picture element can be adjusted by varying this frequency. It can be shown that a cell can operate as described above only if the sustaining voltage is held within certain limits. These limits detine the margin of the panel. If the sustaining voltage is not within the margin, writing or erasing is impossible. It is therefore extremely important to find conditions where the margin is large. The questions of margin, stability, and the notion of a voltage transfer curve characterizing a cell are fundamental and have been thoroughly discussed in the literature on ac PDP's (see also Sec. V of this paper)."-'s The voltage transfer curve represents the change in wall voltage as a function of the cell voltage just before the discharge is initiated and can be used to chose the sustain, write, and erase voltages. Note that the margin depends on the gas mixture, pressure, secondary emission coefficient, gap length, but can also be affected by the shape of the applied voltage.15
The aim of this paper is to present a 1D self-consistent model of the electrical and optical properties of an ac PDP cell in a neon-xenon mixture, to illustrate with the model the basic properties of the transient discharge, and to demonstrate that such model can be useful to help understand and optimize the operating conditions of a plasma display.
The physical and numerical models of the PDP cell are presented in Sec. II. The electrical properties of a discharge pulse are presented in Sec. III. The emissive characteristics, the discharge efficiency in producing UV, and the energy balance of the discharge are discussed in Sec. IV The voltage transfer curves are presented in Sec. V, and a few concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELS
The physical model is composed of two coupled submodels. The first submodel describes the electrical properties of the discharge and is based on a fluid, two-moments description of electron and ion transport coupled with Poisson's equation during the discharge pulse. This submodel is described in Sec. II A. The results of the electric submodel are the space and time variations of the electron and ion densities, electric field and production rates of different excited species. This submodel assumes that electron transport is "in equilibrium with the field," i.e., that the electron distribution function depends only on the local reduced electric field. Parameters such as ionization or excitation coefficients and mobilities at a position x and time t are therefore supposed to depend only on E(x,tjlp or E(x,t)lN, where E is the electric field, p the pressure, and N the gas density (in this paper the gas temperature is assumed to be constant and equal to 300 K). The variations of these parameters with E/N are therefore precalculated and tabulated by solving the steadystate, homogeneous electron Boltzmann equation in the considered gas mixture. These data and other parameters of the tluid model are described in Sec. II B.
The second submodel (Sec. II C) describes the excited species kinetics, with source terms deduced from the electric model. The results of the kinetic model are the space and time variations of the excited species concentrations and of the UV photon emission.
The numerical method used in this paper is briefly discussed in Sec. II D.
A. Fluid model of the discharge
The fluid model is very similar to the model which was developed to study radio-frequency discharges and which is described in Ref. 16 . Capacitors in series with the gas gap are added in the present model in order to take into account the dielectric layers above each electrode. Discharges in ac monochrome, neon-argon, PDP have also been studied with a similar model.17
In fluid models the charged particle properties are characterized by macroscopic quantities such as density, mean velocity, and mean energy which are solutions of the first three moments of the Boltzmann equation in velocity space. Only two moments are used to describe electron and ion transport in the present paper: continuity equation, and simplified momentum transfer equation, in the drift-diffusion approximation. The system is closed by assuming that the charged particle mobilities and the ionization and excitation coefficients depend only on the local reduced electric field, this dependence being the same as in a swarm experiment. The ratio of diffusion coefficient to mobility (characteristic energy) of the electrons is supposed to be constant and equal to 1 eV. In the local equilibrium approximation no energy equation is needed since it is implicitly assumed that the energy gain from the electric field is locally (in space and in time) balanced by the loss due to collisions. This is a rough when the sheath length is not very large with respect to the electron mean-free path since in that case, the electrons release in the glow (zero-field region adjacent to the sheath) the energy they have gained in the cathode sheath." This assumption is sufficient for a first approach but will be improved in a future work.
We briefly describe below the set of equations defining the fluid model: dn, at
where n, is the electron density and IZ~ the positive ion density. We have actually considered five different types of ions in the model: Xef, Ne+, Xe,f , Nez, NeXe+. We therefore have five continuity equations of the form (2) for positive ions. (v,> and (v,} represent the mean velocity for electrons and ions, respectively. S,(x,t) and S,(x,t) are the production rates for electrons and ions. These rates are not detailed here and can be easily deduced from the charge particle creation and loss processes appearing in- where We and Wp are the drift velocities for the electron and ions, and are written We= -,cL~ E and Wp =,u, E, where the mobilities ,LL~ and ,I+ are functions of the reduced electric field EIN.
The continuity and momentum transfer equations are coupled to Poisson's equation:
where S,(x,t) represents the production rate of the particles of type k.
The boundary conditions for the particle fluxes to the walls are
where nk is the density of the particle of type k, wk its drift velocity, and Vti its thermal velocity. a is set to zero for excited species and is set to 1 for charged particles only if the drift velocity is directed toward the wall {a=O, otherwise). In the case of electrons, a flux due to secondary emission by ion or metastable impact is added to the flux defined by Es. 03): (9) where yk is the secondary electron emission coefficient for the particle of type k [Eq. (9) holds only when the flux is directed toward the electrode, otherwise, the flux of emitted electrons is zero].
The charge density u on the MgO and dielectric layer above each electrode is incremented at each time step by integrating the charged particle current density to the walls.
The voltage across the gas gap Vg is deduced from the applied sustaining voltage V, and the total voltage across the dielectric, V, by
where JT is the instantaneous total current density and CD the equivalent capacitance of the dieIectric and MgO layers, and S the discharge surface.
The potential waveform lfT between the electrodes is given and assumed to be a constant when a single discharge pulse is studied, or an ac waveform when a sequence of discharge pulses is considered.
The basic principles of the model described above are identical to those of the model developed by Lanza" and Sahni et The ionization cross sections are from Rapp and Englander-Goldenzs for xenon and Wetzel et aZ.29 for neon at low energy and de Heer et aL3' at higher energy. The cross section for ionization of the metastable levels of neon and xenon are from Thon-That and Flannery.31 The cross section for ionization from the resonant state of xenon is supposed to be the same as the cross section for ionization from the metastable state. The stepwise ionization cross section from the Xe** level is from Hyman."" In order to calculate the variations with E/N of the elecThe neon and xenon cross sections used in the calculatron excitation and ionization coefficients and mobility, we tions are plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The solved the electron Boltzmann equation in neon-xenon mixnotations used for the excited states of xenon are: Xe*(3P,) tures, for different values of EIN using a steady-state Boltzfor the metastable state, Xe*(3P r) for the resonant state, mann code?l We describe below the set of electron collision Xe** for the sum of the 6s', 6~3, 5d, 7s states (Racah nocross sections we used for neon and xenon.
tations), and Xe*** for the sum of the other excited states of The xenon momentum transfer cross section has been taken from Hunter et aZ.z2 at low energy and from Hayashiz3 for higher energies. For neon, the momentum cross section is from Robertson"" for the low-energy part and from ShimamuraZ for higher energies.
The excitation cross sections for neon and xenon have been taken from Puech and Mizzi2" except for the cross section for excitation of the neon metastable level i3P2 and 3Po levels are grouped) which is taken from Mason and Newell." xenon. For clarity of Fig. 2 (b), the sum of the cross sections for electronic excitation above the metastable levels of neon is displayed while a more detailed set of excitation cross sections has been taken into account in the calculations.26
Some of the electron excitation coefficients and the total ionization coefficient obtained by solving Boltzmann equation for different values of E/N and for a (90-10) neonxenon mixture are presented in Fig. 3 . The reduced excitation coefficients are of the form vkI(Nvd), where vk is the mean-excitation frequency for the excited state k, vd is the electron drift velocity, and N the gas density. The reduced ionization coefficient is viI(Nvd), where vi is the mean-total ionization frequency (partial ionization coefficients are also deduced from the Boltzmann solver, and used in the fluid model).
Mobility and diffusion coefficients
The electron mobility pUe as a function of EIN in the gas mixture has been obtained from the Boltzmann code. The electron diffusion coefficient D, has been chosen in such a way that (D,l,qJ is constant and equal to 1 eV.
The mobility coefficients of neon atomic and molecular ions in the neon-xenon mixture have been supposed to be the same as in pure neon and are taken from Beaty and Patterson.33
The mobility of xenon ions in a neon-xenon mixture has been obtained using Blanc's law.34 This means that the mobility of Xe" ions in a mixture containing a fraction X of xenon and (1 -X) of neon is simply obtained by r~~,,,l-'-~cI(Lx,xI-l+~~-~~~~(L*,,I-l~ (12) where [u,~,,,] is the mobility of xenon ions in the neonxenon mixture, [,utiJ is the mobility of xenon ions in pure xenon, and [Q,] is the mobility of xenon ions in pure neon. The mobility of xenon ions in pure xenon is taken from Larsen and Elford3' for fields below 180 Td and from the analytical formula of Ward36 above 180 Td (with fitted coefficients for continuity). The mobility of xenon ions in pure neon is taken from Ellis et uZ.~~ The mobility of neon and xenon ions in the pure gases and in a neon-xenon (90-10) mixture are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the reduced electric field.
The mobility of Xez molecular ions in xenon used in the model is from Biondi and Chanin,38 while the mobility of Xez in neon is supposed to be half the mobility of Xe+ in neon. Finally, the mobility of NeXe+ ions has been supposed to be the same as that of X4 ions.
The diffusion coefficients for the ions have been obtained from (D,lpu,) = kT,le, where the ion temperature Tp is supposed to be equal to the gas temperature (this is not true in the sheath where the ion temperature is higher than the gas temperature, but the drift term in the ion flux is much larger than the diffusion term in that region).
Electron secondary emission coefficients
The secondary electron emission coefficient of neon atomic and molecular ions (and metastable species) on a MgO surface has been supposed to be 0.5." The possible dependence of the secondary emission coefficient y on the reduced electric field EIN (see Sahni and Lanza39 for a neonargon mixture) has not been considered because of the lack of data.
Due to the lack of published data for the secondary electron emission coefficient.of xenon atomic and molecular ions (and metastable species) on a MgO surface, we used a guessed value of 0.05. This value was chosen assuming that the ratio of secondary electron emission coefficient for neon ions and xenon ions on MgO is the same as on a molybdenum surface (this ratio is on the order of 10 on a MO surface40). The secondary electron emission coefficient for NeXe+ is supposed to be the same as that for Xe:.
In summary, a secondary emission coefficient of 0.5 has been assumed for neon atomic and molecular ions and for neon metastable species, and a secondary emission coefficient of 0.05 has been taken for xenon atomic and molecular ions (and for NeXe+ ions) and for xenon metastable species.
.^ C. Kinetic model Table I shows the different processes which are taken into account in the model. The rates tagged "(S)" have been calculated using the steady-state Boltzmann code of Segur et aZ.2* and using the electron-atom cross sections described above. Some of the rates involving ion neutral reactions and electron-ion recombination have been compiled by Levine et ~1.~' The rate for associative ionization of Xe** is from Kannari et ~1.~' and the recombination rate of X$ is from O&ham and Mittelstad.43 The rates involving excitation transfer between atomic and molecular states of xenon have been taken from Refs. 44-48. The rate for spontaneous emission of the Xez states are from Refs. 49 and 50 and the natural lifetime (see the discussion on radiation trapping below) of Xe*(3P,) is from Galy et aLM
The results presented in Sec. IV show a posteriori that stepwise ionization and Penning ionization which have been taken into account in the model (see Table I ) are actually negligible in our conditions [for the (90-10) neon-xenon mixture]. Penning ionization by collisions between two xenon-excited states42 is completely negligible under our conditions. It is also interesting to note on Table I that if stepwise ionization is negligible, all the energy going into Xe*("P,), Xe*(3P,), 0rXe ** leads to the production of UV photons either from the resonant state Xe*(3PI) or from the excimer states X%:(0:), Xez('Z:), and X$(3Z,u'). Xe** corresponds to the sum of the 6s', 6p, 5d, 7s states of xenon. We have not included in the kinetics the higher states of xenon (noted Xe*** in the following), due to the lack of data concerning these states. However, we shall discuss, in Sec. IV, the possible effect of these states on the UV production efficiency.
The resonance photon emitted at 147 run by Xe*(3P,) can be reabsorbed by another xenon atom in the fundamental state and reemited (imprisonment of resonance radiatior?*). An apparent lifetime or emission frequency is therefore used to describe the photon emission by Xe*('P, j atoms. The apparent lifetime can be calculated using the Holstein theory?2 The escape factor g, which is the ratio of the natural to apparent lifetime is given by
where k( v e) = 3 r/h, is the absorption coefficient in the center of the line (X,=147 nm), L is the gap length, and B = 1.15. For a natural lifetime of 3 ns,44 the above formula gives g-8X 10-s. The apparent lifetime due to imprisonment of resonant radiation is therefore about 100 times larger than the natural lifetime. This corresponds to a value of the apparent deexcitation frequency of 2.7X lo6 s-t indicated in Table I .
D. Numerical method
A finite difference method based on the Sharfetter-Gumme153 discretization scheme for the continuity equations has been used in our calculations. This scheme has been extensively used in the modeling of semiconductors devices and, more recently, in the modeling of glow discharges.16
The method of integration of the continuity and field equations is explicit in time, i.e., Poisson's equation and the electron and ion transport equations are solved successively and not simultaneously. This explicit method of integration implies some constraints on the time step (the time step must be smaller than the minimum value of the Maxwell relaxation time 7~=min[elE~(a,~u,+npCc,)]-').
We found that this constraint was not too strong in the relatively small plasma density conditions and short discharge duration of a PDP cell and did not find it necessary to use an implicit method of integration.
Although the time integration method for the system of field and transport equations is explicit in time, each continuity equation is solved implicitly in time and the CourantFriedrich-Levy (CPL) constraint on the time step is not required. However, for the sake of accuracy, and for situations where the Maxwell relaxation time is very large (e.g., in the prebreakdown phase), the time step was limited to lo-50 times the minimum CPL time ~cFL=min [Axllv,l] , where Ax is the grid spacing and v, the electron mean velocity.
III. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SINGLE DISCHARGE PULSE
In this section we illustrate, using the ID model described above, the formation and quenching of a single discharge in a mixture of 10% xenon in neon. The gap length d is 100 ,um, the pressure p is 560 Torr, and the capacity of the dielectric layer above each electrode is 460 pF/cm2 (the equivalent capacitance of the two layers, C, is therefore 230 pF/cm2). The gas temperature is supposed to be constant and equal to 300 K and the gas density is therefore N= 1.8X 1019 cm -3. The scheme of the simulated cell, showing the notations used for the different voltages is shown in Fig. 1 .
The model is used in this paper to simulate a discharge pulse for an initial gap voltage of V8= 273.5 V, with no memory charges (charges deposited by previous pulsesj on the dielectric surfaces at time t = 0. This corresponds to the "ON" state of a cell in stationary and stable conditions," and for a sustaining voltage V,= 142 V in the mid-margin (with memory charges, see Sec. V).
We assume an initial density of charged particles (electrons and ionsj of 3X106 cmm3 distributed uniformly in the gap at time t = 0. The initial densities of each type of ions (Xe+, Nef , Xezf , Ne: , NeXe+) are equal to one fifth of the total initial ion density.
Note that although we assumed that there is no memory charges on the dielectric surface at t=O, the total voltage V, across the dielectric layers is not zero. This is because the equivalent capacitor formed by the dielectric layers, Cc is in series with the capacitor formed by the gas gap Cs ; the total voltage across the dieIectric layers just before the discharge pulse is therefore (without memory charges on the dielectric surfaces): K=C,I(C,+C,). W-5) Since the capacitance of the dielectric layer CD is generally much larger than the gas gap capacitance C,, the voltage across the gap is almost equal to the voltage between electrodes. In our conditions, K-0.963.
A. Current and voltage across the gap Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the gap voltage and of the current density in the cell, deduced from the model. One can see on this figure that a discharge is initiated in the gap after a time delay of about 200 ns. The discharge current density [ Fig. 5(b) ] increases abruptly after t=200 ns and reaches a peak at 10 A/cm" in about 10 ns. The current density then decreases rapidly and reaches a value close to zero less than 10 ns after the peak. The decrease of the current density is due to the charging of the dielectric layers by electrons and ions generated in the discharge vohtme and flowing to the walls. The voltage induced by the charging of the dielectric layers opposes the applied voltage. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 5(a) which shows the time evolution of the voltage Vg across the gas gap. I/s starts to decrease during the fast current increase and goes to zero at the end of the discharge current pulse. Note that the dielectric layers continue to charge during a long time after the current peak, and it takes about 100 ns for the gap voltage to drop to zero. Although the half width of the current pulse is quite short (on the order of 10 ns), the decrease of the current density after cated by the symbols on the voltage and current curves of Fig. 5 . At t= 160 ns, the field is still almost uniform in the gap, and close to the geometric field (-V,ld); the charged particle densities are still too small to distort substantially the applied field. Before this time the discharge is in a prebreakdown, "Townsend" phase, where electron multiplication occurs in a nondistorted electric field. As the ion density increases in the gap, the ion space charge is no longer negligible in Poisson's equation, and the field starts to decrease on the anode side of the discharge. When the density of ions in the gap has reached a value such that the field on the anode side of the discharge is close to zero (Le., the field due to the ion space charge is on the same order as the applied field), the plasma forms in this region. The distortion of the electric field induces a fast increase in the electron multiplication corresponding to the discharge current increase around t=200 ns (see Fig. 5 ). As long as the electron multiplication is larger than that required for selfsustainment, the plasma region expands toward the cathode side of the discharge. At t=205 ns, the discharge current is already substantial [see Fig. 5(b) ] and the plasma occupies more than half the discharge gap as can be seen on Fig. 6 . The electric field at that time is strongly distorted, and one can clearly distinguish the formation of a sheath next to the left dielectric surface (at x = 0), and a plasma, delimited by the zero-field region between x = 5 0 pm and the right dielectric surface at x= 100 ,um. Between t=205 ns and t=211 ns the plasma continues to expand toward the cathode side of the discharge and the sheath contracts. At t= 2 11 ns, the current density is maximum and the spatial variations of the electric field displayed on Fig. 6 show that the field at that time is on the order of 2X lo5 V/cm on the MgO surface, and that the sheath length is about 10 ,um. After that time, the sheath electric field decreases. The field on the dielectric surface is on the order of lo5 V/cm at t= 2 15 ns. At time t=220 ns, the current density has dropped to a low value [see Fig. 5(b) ] and the sheath field (Fig. 6 ) is on the order of a few lo4 V/cm. The voltage across the gas gap drops during the pulse, as described above, and is equal to 272.2, 240, 133.8,49.3, and 29.8 V at times 160, 205, 211, 215, and 220 ns, respectively. Note, finally, that the electric field in the plasma goes through a small maximum as a function of time around t=2 11 ns, i.e., at the peak of the current density. Although this maximum is relatively small compared to the field in the sheath, we shall see in the next section that it corresponds to a non-negligible local maximum in the photon emission in the plasma (a second maximum occurring at the end of the cathode sheath). The maximum in the plasma electric field at the peak current is due to the fact that the plasma density increases quickly at the plasma-sheath boundary, due to the large multiplication at that time. The plasma field on the side of the discharge closer to the right wall must increase in order to satisfy current continuity (the plasma density in that region does not increase quickly enough, and the only way to increase the discharge current in that region, as fast as in the sheath region, is through an increase in the electric field). Figure 7 shows, in the form of contour curves, the space and time evolution of the electron number density in the gap. The electron density reaches a maximum of 5.7X 1Or3 cmm3 coincident with the maximum in the discharge current density, and situated close to the sheath-plasma boundary at that time (about 20 pm from the cathode). Although the duration of the current pulse is very short (on the order of 10 ns, see Fig. 7 ), the electron density is still relatively high, on the order of 5X 10" cm-s, 500 ns after the initiation of the discharge (i.e., at time t=700 ns).
The dominant ion in the discharge is Xef, as appears in Fig. 8 which represents the space variations of the Xef, Ne+, Xe:, Nez, and NeXe+ concentrations, together with the electron density at the instant t=2 11 ns of maximum current density [Fii. 8(a) ], and at the end of the current pulse, t=220 ns [ Fig. 8(b) ]. The density of Xe+ is about three times larger than the density of Nef in the cathode sheath at the time of peak current [ Fig. 8(a) ], and much larger in the 
C. Secondary electron emission-Contribution of xenon and neon ions
Although the density of xenon ions is always larger than the density of neon ions, it is interesting to note that the contribution of neon ions to the overall secondary electron emission is not always negligible and is actually dominant at the moment, of peak current because of the much larger secondary electron emission coefficient of neon ions on MgO (0.5, instead of 0.05 for xenon ions, see Sec. II B). This can be seen in Fig. 10(a) which shows, as a function time, the relative contribution of the xenon and neon ions to the flux of secondary electrons from the MgO layer on the left electrode side. The contribution of the molecular ions and excited species is not represented on this figure but can be inferred from it since the sum of the contribution of atomic ions, molecular ions, and excited species represents 100%. Figure IO (b) shows the time evolution of the total flux of secondary electrons emitted by the MgO surface under ion bombardment. We see on Fig. 10(a) that, immediately after the voltage is applied (t=O), and for a few nanoseconds, the contribution of neon ions is larger. This is due to the fact that the initial densities of the different ions at t=O are supposed to be identical, and the secondary emission coefficient of neon ions is ten. times that of xenon ions. After about 10 ns the contribution of xenon ions becomes more important, be cause, at this value of the applied field, the ionization coef- ficient of xenon is much larger than the ionization coefficient of neon (see Sec. II B). In spite of the small value of the secondary emission coefficient of xenon ions, the contribution of xenon ions to secondary emission is dominant and about three times larger than the contribution of neon ions. Consequently, we can say that the breakdown in this mixture and for this value of the applied field is controlled by xenon.
Once breakdown has occurred, i.e., when the current rises (around t=200 ns, see Fig. lo) , neon ions start to play a more important role and their contribution to the flux of secondary electrons becomes four times larger than that of xenon ions at the peak current. This is because as the electric field increases in the sheath, the production of neon ions is no longer negligible (more electrons can reach energies above the ionization threshold of neon). Even though the ionization rate of neon during that phase is about four times smaller than the ionization of xenon (see Fig. ll) , the larger secondary electron emission coefficient of neon ions (a factor of lo), and the larger drift velocity of neon ions in the mixture (see Fig. 3 ) are responsible for the larger contribution of neon ions to secondary electron emission.
After t= 220 ns the discharge current is much smaller [ Fig. 10(b) ], the electric field in the sheath has decreased considerably, and the contribution of xenon ions to secondary electron emission becomes again larger than the contribution of neon ions. Note, however, that molecular ions and metastable atoms play a more important role in secondary electron emission during this phase.
The time evolution of the flux of secondary electrons displayed in Fig. 10(b) shows an exponential increase before time t = 200 ns, corresponding to electron multiplication in a uniform field (Townsend discharge controlled by xenon ions), followed by a much faster increase, of duration less than 10 ns, corresponding to the formation of the glow. The fast current increase immediately after the formation of the glow is due to the increase in the electric field in the transient sheath, as the plasma expands in the gap.
The time variations of the ionization rates of xenon and neon, and the ionization rate due to Penning ionization, spatially integrated over the gap are shown in Fig. 11 . It appears on this figure that (1) the prebreakdown phase before t -190 ns is controlled by xenon as mentioned above, (2) the pro- duction of neon ions is about 20% of the total ion production at the time of maximum current, and (3) the global contribution of Penning ionization is not very important.
IV. EXCITED SPECIES CONCENTRATION AND UV EMISSION DURING A DISCHARGE PULSE
In this section we discuss the space and time variations of the excited species densities, in the same discharge conditions as in Sec. III A, for a neon-xenon (90-10) mixture.
We first discuss the density and production rate of xenon-excited states. This is a very important question since, as we shall see below, most of the energy stored in the oxcited states of xenon goes into UV photon emission.
A. Concentration of excited atomic and molecular xenon
The space and time variations of Xe*(3P,) and Xe* (3PZ) are represented in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) , respectively. The maximum concentration of both states is close to lOi cm'3, and occurs at the same locations in space and time, but the decay of Xe*( 3 P i) is. as expected, much faster and corresponds to the emission of photons at 147 nm. Note that the concentrations of these excited states of xenon have two local maxima, one in the cathode fall region, and another one in the plasma, close to the right dielectric. The first maximum is obviously related to the large electron heating in the sheath. The second maximum is related to the existence of a maximum in time of the plasma electric field as discussed in the previous section (see the electric field profile at f= 2 11 ns in Fig. 6 ). Since this question is related to the important issue of the efficiency of the different regions of the discharge in producing UV light, we discuss this point in Sec. IV B below. The space and time variations of the excited molecular states Xez ('Z:) and Xef ('e:) are plotted in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), respectively. The space and time distribution of Xg ( 'Zz) is almost identical to that of Xe*(3 PI), while the distribution of Xe$(32:) follows closely the distribution of XeC3P,). This is not surprising if one looks at the reactions which are taken into account in the model and which are described in Table I . The space and time variations of Xez(O,f) (not plotted) is almost identical to those of Xe$ ( 1-s+ +u ), with a maximum of 1.8X101' cmM3.
B. Sheath and plasma efficiency in exciting xenon
We have seen in Sec. III A that the existence of a relatively large value of the plasma electric field at the maximum current is a purely transient phenomenon. This phenomenon is due to the very fast increase of the ionization rate in the sheath region during the current pulse. This increase is related to the increase in the discharge current. Current continuity imposes that the total current in the plasma increases in the same way. Since the ionization rate in the plasma is much smaller than in the sheath region, the only way to yield such a large current rise in the plasma is through an increase in the electric field. The consequence of the increase in plasma electric field on the light emission can be very important as can be seen in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) which shows the spatial distribution of electric field and production of Xe*(3P1), Xe*(3P2), and Xe** at times t=211 ns and t=215 ns, respectively. We see that at time t= 2 1 1 ns, roughly 50% of the production of excited xenon occurs in the "plasma column" and 50% in the sheath region. The proportion of excitation in the plasma with respect to the sheath decreases after the current peak. The large value of the overall production of excited xenon atoms in the plasma during the current pulse in spite of the small value of the electric field compared with the sheath field is due to the fact that the electron current is larger in the plasma than in the sheath and that a larger part of the elec- tron power density in the sheath is spent in ionization of xenon and neon atoms. This appears clearly in Fig. 14(c) which shows the ionization rate of xenon and neon under the same conditions, at time t = 2 11 ns. Comparing Figs. 14(a) and 14(c) and multiplying each production rate by the energy threshold of the corresponding reaction show that the electron power density dissipated in ionization in the sheath is roughly twice the electron power density used in exciting xenon atoms while the electron power spent in ionization in the plasma is negligible with respect to the power dissipated in xenon excitation.
C. UV light emission
We can see in Figs. 12 and 13 that UV light from the resonant state Xe*(3Pt) and from the molecular Xe$ states is emitted in the transient plasma region as well as in the sheath region. The space and time production of UV photons can be directly obtained by multiplying the concentrations of excited states displayed in Fig. 12(a) , Fig. 13(a) , and Fig.  13(b) by the corresponding deexcitation frequency indicated in Table I . This would give, respectively, the production rate of UV photons from Xe*(3P,) at 143 nm, and from the lower vibrational levels of Xez ('8:) and X$(3Zz> in the 173 run continuum. The production rate of photons from the upper vibrational levels of Xe,*(o:) in the 150 nm continuum could be easily deduced from Table I and Fig. 12(a) , knowing that the space and time distribution of the Xe; (o:) is similar to that of Xe*(3P,) with a different scale factor such that the maximum density of Xez(Oz) be 1.8X10" cme3 .instead of 9.8X 1013 cme3.
Finally, Fig. 15 shows the time variations of the power per unit surface of the discharge radiated by UV photons from the discharge and spatially integrated in the gap. This power P, is obtained from the equation:
T is the period of the sustaining voltage. The sum 2 is over the index k corresponding to the different excited species emitting UV photons, i.e., Xe*(3PI), Xc$(O:), X$('c:), and Xq(3c:), 1X,] is the density of one of these species at position n and time t, vk the inverse of the . . . . radiative hfetlme, and Ek,hv the energy of the emitted photon (only 147, 150, and 173 nm photons are considered; the vibrational distribution of the excirner states is not taken into account).
The increase in UV emission coincides with the increase in discharge current. However, the decay of UV emission can be very different from the current decrease due to the different lifetimes of the excited species. We see that emissioi from the 147 nm resonant line and from the 150' nm continuum lasts for about 1 /.LY,, while emission from the 173 nm continuum lasts more than 5 ,!.cs. Note the large relative value of the power radiated by the resonant line (radiation trapping is not too efficient due to the small dimensions of the discharge cell).
D. Discharge efficiency and energy balance
The efficiency p of the discharge in producing UV can be defined by the ratio WIN p= -9 WD (18) where W, is the energy of the UV photons per unit surfade, and WD is the energy per unit surface dissipated in the discharge, i.e., spent in heating electrons and ions during the discharge pulse. The energy per unit surface used in producing UV photons is w,= G where the summation species emitting UV [x, 1 VkEk, hv dx dt, w (index k) is on the different excited _p&tons, i.e., Xe*(3P1), X$(0:), Xez ('y + -,) , and Xe~("IZ~), [XJ is the density of one of these species at position x and time t, v, the inverse of its . . . . radlatlve hfetime, and Ek,hv the energy of the emitted photon. The integration in time is over a half-period T/2 (corresponding to one single discharge pulse, T/2 is much larger than the discharge duration).
The electric energy per unit surface spent in heating electrons and ions during the discharge pulse can be written as WD = WD, , + WD, , 9 cw where WD,, and WD,p correspond to electrons and ions, respectively, and are defined by and goes from 3% for 1% xenon in neon to 35% for pure xenon. The applied voltage in each case corresponds to operationq in the mid-margin, in the "ON" state (see Fig. 19 ).
The values of the sustaining voltage in the " ON" state are, respectively, 112, 131, 142, 177 , and 278 V for l%, 5%, lo%, 30%, and 100% xenon (the voltages which must be applied between the electrodes to obtain similar discharges are about twice these values if there is no memory charges on the dielectric surfaces before the pulse). As expected, the efficiency increases with the percentage of xenon but it is clear that large percentages of xenon are not practical due to the large values of the sustaining voltage which are necessary to initiate the discharge. It is interesting to look at how the energy gained by electrons -and ions from the electric field is dissipated inside the cell. Since we have neglected excitation and ionization by ions (which seems reasonable at these relatively low voltages), the energy dissipated by ions goes only into gas (or electrode) heating and does not contribute to UV production. The electron energy is dissipated mainly into excitation and ionization of xenon and neon atoms. For example, the electron energy per unit surface spent into exciting xenon atoms from the ground state to a state j, can be written as W exc,j= where kexc,j is the excitation rate (depending on the local field), and E,,,j is the energy threshold of the excitation.
The electron energy per unit surface used in ionizing xenon atoms in the ground state is Wioniz= neCXcIkioniz[4oti+ Eldx dt, (24) where kioniz is the ionization rate (depending on the local field), Eioniz is the ionization energy, and Z is the electron mean energy at position x and time t. Similar expressions can be written for neon excitation or ionization, or for stepwise excitation or ionization. Fig. 5 ). The energy dissipated by ions goes into gas or wall heating. The total energy dissipated per unit surface in the discharge cell is 9 ,u..J/cm* per pulse (i.e., for one half cycle of the sustaining voltage); this corresponds to an average power density of 900 mW/cm' at a 50 kHz frequency of the sustaining voltage.
From the model, it is possible to deduce the energy spent in heating electrons and ions, W,,, and WD,p, and to determine how the electron energy is dissipated into excitation and ionization. It appears from Fig. 17 that in the neonxenon (90-10) mixture and for the conditions considered in this paper, more than 58% of the total energy goes into heating of the ions and therefore into gas or electrode heating. Only 42% is spent into electron heating. The percentage of total energy going into excitation of xenon and neon by electron impact (terms of the form w,+x,,j/wn) or ionization of xenon and neon is also displayed in Fig. 17 . It appears that a large part of the energy goes into ionization of xenon and neon. This corresponds to 24.6% of the total energy {i.e., 59% of the electron energy. The rest of the energy goes mainly into excitation of xenon, with a larger value for Xe**. The energy going into excitation of xenon, i.e., Xe*('P,), Xe*(3P2), Xe**, Xe***, by direct electron impact, is about 15% of the total energy (36% of the electron energyj. The energy spent in elastic collisions between gas atoms and electron, or in stepwise ionization is negligible and not represented in Fig. 17 (the results also show that Penning ionization is negligible). -Note that most of the energy dissipated in exciting xenon is used in UV production (see Table I ). The difference between the calculated energy going into excitation of xenon (15% of the total energy), and the calculated energy corresponding to the emitted UV photons (10% of the total energy, see above the discharge efficiency, and Fig. 16 ) is due to (1) energy losses during cascading from the excited states of atomic xenon to other atomic or molecular states, and (2) to the energy spent in exciting xenon to Xe*** (2% of the total energy) which has been supposed to be lost (no cascading from Xe*** has been considered, see Table I and Sec. II C). Actually part of this energy could lead to more UV production, and the discharge efficiency could be slightly higher than 10%.
In summary, a large part of the energy dissipated during the pulse is spent into the production of ions (and electrons) by electron impact, and into heating of these ions (and subsequently gas, or electrode heating). The rest of the energy is, however, almost entirely used into UV production.
V. VOLTAGE TRANSFER CURVES
In Sec. V A, we define more precisely the different voltages which are used in the rest of the section. The definitions of the voltage transfer curves and cell margin and the results of the model are presented in Sec. V B.
A. Notations
We delined above (see Fig. 1 ) the sustaining voltage I,:, applied between the electrodes, the voltage across the gas gap Vg , and the voltage across the dielectric layers VD : vg=vs+vD.
05)
We consider the state of a cell after a discharge pulse, assuming that there are no more volume charges in the gas gap. Let us assume that memory charges have been deposited on the dielectric surfaces by the previous discharge pulse, and let Qw be the equivalent charge (wall charge). It is easy to show that
with K= C,I(CD+ C,). CD is the equivalent capacitance of the dielectric layers and C, the gas gap capacitance. Introducing the notation V, = V,IK and VW= -Qwl [K( C,+ C,)] , the equation for V, above becomes v,==v,+v,. CM For the discussion below of the transfer voltage curves, it is easier to use the quantities V, and V, than Vg and VD (see, e.g., Refs. 54 and 11). Note that in Ref. 54, the notation for vs is v: while the notation for [ -Qd( Co -t C,)] is Vk . Vg (or Vf) is the voltage across the gas gap (or cell) and V& (wall voltagej is the voltage across the dielectric layers due to the memory charges. TTc and V, are generally54 called "external" cell and memory voltages, respectively, while VL and Vb are called "internal" voltages.
When C,sC, , which is often the case, K is close to 1 and one can write VW= V&-VD and VR= V, . In the conditions considered in this paper K = 0.9 63.
B. Voltage transfer curves and margin
We consider a discharge cell before breakdown occurs. Let Vg be the voltage across the cell and V,= V,IK before breakdown. During the discharge pulse, the dielectric layers collect positive or negative charges, and the voltage induced by these surface charges tend to decrease the cell voltage, until the discharge is extinguished. Let A VW be the change in wall voltage during this discharge. The curve defined by A V,=.f ( Vc>  09) is called voltage transfer curve and is extremely useful in helping to define the stability conditions of a given cell. It has been shown'* that the condition for a stable operating point is that the slope of the voltage transfer curve be between 1 and 2, i.e., This means that in a stable discharge series, perturbations from equilibrium conditions damp out with time, or at least do not grow.
At equilibrium, all the pulses in a discharge series are identical (with signs of voltages and current changing at each half cycle), and the change in wall voltage during a discharge pulse must satisfy:
From the curve A V,=f( V,), and using the relations VW= 1 I2 A VW, and V, = V,r+ VW, one can deduce another curve, defined by vw=fws+ Vw>=g(Vc).
The voltage transfer curves AV,=f( V,) and VW =g(V,) for the cell defined in Sec. III (10% xenon in neon) are displayed in Fig. 18 . The margin of the cell, i.e., voltage range between the minimum and maximum values, Vs,min and Vs,max of the sustaining voltage for bistable operations can be easily seen on the V,=g (V,) curve. In this example we have V,y,min = 124 and V,,,, = 160 V, and the margin is 36 V The discharge pulse which has been studied throughout this paper corresponds to a sustaining voltage in the midmargin, as mentioned above.
The variations of the calculated Vs,min and V,,,, with the percentage of xenon are displayed in Fig. 19 . Experimental measurements of Thomson (unpublished results) of Vain anti Vvnax for similar conditions are also displayed on this figure (the total pressure in the experiment was 650 Ton-, except for the two measurements at 30% and 50% xenon, where the pressure was 560 Torr, as in the model). The calculated margin is larger than the measured one, but the model can reproduce the general trends of the experiments. Note also than in the experiment, Vs,min and V,,,, are measured for a large number of cells. Since the cells are not exactly identical (due, for example, to fluctuations of the MgO surface properties and therefore of the secondary emission coefficient), what is measured is actually the largest V s,min and the smallest V,,,, of all the cells. for the discrepancy between model and experiments is the fact that the model in one dimensional and does not account for radial losses. More systematic experimental measurements are necessary for a real comparison between model and experiments.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a self-consistent 1D model of a plasma display panel cell. This model can describe the electrical and emissive properties of a transient discharge occurring in such a cell and provide the efficiency of the discharge in producing W light. We have used this model to study the properties of a discharge pulse in a neon-xenon (90-10) mixture, for a 100 pm gap length at 560 Torr and for an applied voltage corresponding to a sustaining voltage in the midmargin in an " ON" state. The results show that the discharge current pulse under these conditions has a quite high peak value close to 10 A/cm", with a half-width on the order of 10 ns. However, 100 ns are needed to transfer all the charges to the dielectric layers and the duration of the UV emission from the plasma is a few p.
The model predicts an efficiency of the discharge in producing UV equal to 10% for a (90-10) neon-xenon mixture. The neon-xenon mixture is quite efficient in producing UV since the model shows that almost all the energy not spent in ionization by electron impact or by ion heating in the sheath is used for UV production from the resonant excited state of xenon (resonant line at 147 nm) or from excimer states of xenon (continuum around 150 and 173 nm). Optimizing the UV efficiency of the discharge could therefore be achieved only be decreasing the fraction of energy spent by ions in the sheath or on the walls. The results also show that UV production does not occur only in the sheath. A non-negligible part of the UV light is emitted from the transient plasma column due to the increase in the electric field in that region just before the peak current. Since much less energy is wasted by ions in that region, it is clear that increasing the relative importance of UV emission in the plasma with respect to the emission in the sheath region would increase the discharge efficiency.
The efficiency mentioned above and calculated in this paper is the efficiency of a 1D "model" discharge in producing TJV light. IIn a real PDP the effective efficiency of a discharge cell in producing visible light can be much lower, for example, if a non-negligible part of the UV photons is lost (cell geometry not optimized), or if the conversion efficiency of UV to visible photons is small. We are developing a 2D model of an ac PDP cell in order to study the effect of the cell geometry on the discharge properties.
Another question needing further study is the problem of nonequilibrium between electron transport and electric field. We have recently developed a hybrid model of a PDP cell where high-energy electrons emitted by the MgO layers are treated with a Monte Carlo simulation while the bulk electrons and the ions are described with a fluid model. Results obtained from this model will be presented in a forthcoming paper, and compared with the results of the present paper.
Finally, the model can be used to determine voltage transfer curves and margin for a given PDP cell. The calculated margin is in relatively good agreement with the experi-+ mental measurements of Thomson.
